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INTRODUCTION

It is the purpose of this note to complete and extend the work of Kilgore
[8] on the optimal nodes in polynomial interpolation.

The problem is as follows. Consider the Banach space C[a, b] of continuous
functions on the finite interval [a, b], with the usual norm

Iln:= max Ij(x)l.
a~,x~",b

Throughout the paper, we take n to be a fixed integer,

n ~ 2.

Corresponding to each point t in

T:= {t E ~n-1 : a < t1 < ... < tn - 1 < b},

we construct the linear map P t of polynomial interpolation in C[a, b] at the
n +- I points or nodes a =: to , t1 , ••• , tn : = b. In its Lagrange form,

n

Ptf := 2: f(t,) Ii
'£=-0

with

iE [0, n].
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We want to determine optimal nodes, i.e., a point or points t* E T for
which

Here, I Pt II := sUP/Ee:1 PtfUUI , as usual. This problem is motivated by
the fact that Pt is a projector on C[a, b] and its range is 7r n , the subspace of
polynomials of degree ~n, which implies that

It is well known that II Pt II can be computed as

with
n

A t := I Iii I
i=~O

the Lebesgue function of the process. A simple argument shows that
Ab) ;;0 1 with equality iff x E {to ,... , tn }. Set

for i E [1, n].

In 1931, S. Bernstein [1] conjectured that I! Pt II is minimal when At equi
oscillates, i.e., when '\l(t) = '\2(t) = ... = '\n(t). Later, Erdos [7] added to
this the conjecture that there is exactly one choice of t for which At equioscil
lates and that

min \(t) ~ ,\* : = iuf II Ps II
i SET

for every t E T. (1)

The latter conjecture appears already in Erdos [6] in the form: "mini'\i(t)
achieves its maximum when At equioscillates."

Subsequent work on these conjectures and related topics is summarized
in Luttmann and Rivlin [11] and in Cheney and Price [4].

Substantial progress in answering these conjectures has come only
very recently. Kilgore and Cheney [9] finally showed the existence of t E T
for which At equioscillates. This result was considerably strengthened by
Kilgore [8] who showed that an optimal Lebesgue function, i.e., a At for
which II At II = '\*, must necessarily equioscillate.

In the present paper, which is very much based on Kilgore's analysis, we
prove the validity of all of the above conjectures. Explicitly, we prove
(Theorem 1) that there is only one t E T for which At equioscillates, and we
prove (Theorem 2) that

\(t) ~ '\i(S) for all i E [1, n]
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cannot hold except in the trivial case when t= s, from which (1) follows
immediately. In addition, we prove analogous results for trigonometric
interpolation.

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline Kilgore's
proof of the fact that an optimal Lebesgue function must equioscillate.
Section 3 is concerned with the proof of Theorems 1 and 2. In Section 4, we
extend these results to the case of trigonometric interpolation. Explicitly, we
prove the intuitively obvious fact that trigonometric interpolation on [0, 27T]
at equidistant nodes is optimal.

2. KILGORE'S RESULT

In this section, we quickly review the proof of Kilgore's result that an
optimal Lebesgue function must equioscillate. This we do for completeness
and to facilitate its extension to trigonometric interpolation in Section 4. We
continue to use the notation introduced in Section 1.

THEOREM (Kilgore [8]). If II At II = A* (= inftET II Pt II), then At equi
oscillates, i.e., then "-l(t) = "-2(t) = ... = "-n(t).

Proofoutline. For i EO [1, n], denote by Fi the polynomial of degree ~n

which agrees with At on [ti-l, til. One easily verifies that Fi is the unique
element of 7Tn for which

\(_IY-Hl
Fi(t j ) = I(-I)H for j EO [0, i-I]

for j EO [i, n].

Furthermore, denote by Ti the unique point in [ti - l , td at which At and F i

take on the value Ai(t),

forall iE[I,n].

Kilgore points out that the theorem follows at once if it can be shown that

for all t EO T, all k E [1, n], and all !L close to A(t) := ('\/t»~ ,

there exists SET close to t so that "-/s) = fLi for all iF k.
(2)

For, then "-,it) < II At II for some j implies the existence of S (near t) for which

II As II < II At II .
Kilgore establishes (2) by showing that

for t E T, and k E [1, n], Jk : = det(8"-;(t)/8tj)i:l;~:~ ,,£0 0. (3)
i#-k
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His proof of (3) begins with the observation 1hat

which shows A, to be continuously differentiable on r and also shows! that
(3) is equivalent to

with

for t E T and k E [I, n], det(q,(t'))i=l:'~.~
(-Fl,

o. (4)

iE[I,n].

Since each qi is a polynomial of degreecC;n- 2, (4) is, in turn, equivalent to
the linear independence of any n - 1 of the n polynomials CI! ,... , q n . For the
proof of this linear independence, Kilgore uses eight lemmas. The first five
lemmas lead up to the following

LEMMA 6 of [8). On the interml [T], Tn), the zeros of F~ ,.... F~ lie in
the pattern

Y, n, n - 1,... ,3,2, I, /1, n -- 1.... ,3,2, I. n, n -- 1, ....
~

3,2,1, n, n -- 1, ... ,3,2, I. Ii.

Here, the number i denotes a z£'ro of F; , and 7denotes the point T i .

It may be instructive for the reader to consider the following alternative
argument which obtains Lemma 6 as an immediate corrollary to the cor
responding result for the zeros ofF] ,.... F n • In this, Fig. 1 may be of help.

For r E [1, n]\{i}, F, changes sign on (t,_I, t,), hence must have a zero there.
Since Fi cannot have more than 11 zeros, these zeros must all be simple and F,
has no other zeros in [a, b]. Let aii

), ... , a,;,i~1 denote these zeros, in increasing
order. Then

(I) l(tr-I,tr),a E
r (t, , t, .. ]),

for r

for r
i,
i.

If F, has an additional zero, we denote it by a~i) or by a~') depending on
whether it is less than a or greater than b, respectively.

LEMMA 1. For i < j, the zeros ofF; and F j strictly interlace. l'vfore precisely,
a~j) < a~i) for all applicable r in [0, n].

1 We learned only from Kilgore [14] that this elegant and proof simplifying observa
tion is due to Dietrich Hraess.
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Proof The function CI := F, - (-I )j-i Fj satisfies
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for k E' [0, i-I] u [j, n]
for k E' [i, j - I].

Thus, CI has at least i + n+- 1 - j zeros outside [t f , tj-tJ and j - I - i
zeros in (ti , tj-I)' Since C1 is a polynomial of degree ~n, it cannot have any
additional zeros and all these zeros must be simple. But, since CI(ti ) =

2 0, this shows that (_1)1 1 C1 °on (t'-I , t r ) for all r < i and so shows
that

t ,-I <
(j)

<
(;)

< t r for rE [I, i - II]a r a,

and also
(j)

<
(;)

< to if these exist.a o a o

We have trivially

t i - 1 < aji) < t l ,

t < (f) ~ t
j 1 a j---l <.... j.

(5a)

(5b)

(5c)

Also, CI(tj-I) = 2( - l)1-I-i, hence (_1)1-1 CI :> °on (t" t'+l) for r )0; j, and
therefore

for r E' [j, 11 - I] (5d)

and also

if these exist. (5e)

Finally, the function C2 : = F i - f- (- l)H Fj satisfies

for k E [0, i-I]
forkE[i,j-l]
for k E' [j, n].

C2 has at least the) - i zeros t i , ... , t j - I in [t l - 1 , t j ] and has at least i-I 
n - j zeros outside [11- 1 , tJ, giving a total of at least n -- I zeros. Since
C2(tf-I) C2(tJ = 4(-l)H, the number of zeros of C2 in [t l _ 1 , tJJ must be of
parity} - i. Therefore, since C2 is of degree <n, it follows that C2 has no
other zeros in [ti- I , tj]. This proves that (_1)r-i C2 :> °on (tr-I ,Ir) for
r E' [i, j] and so shows that

for r E [i + I, j -- I]. (5f)

Concatenation of (5a-f) proves Lemma I.
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FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of Fi (solid), F j (dashed) and - F;(dotted) for n = 6, i = 3,
j = 5. The graphs of Fi and (~1 Ji iF; cross at the n points indicated by D, those of Fi

and- ( -1);-; F; cross at the n - 1 points indicated by

COROLLARY. The zeros ofF1 , ... , Fn on (- 00, CXl) lie in the pattern

where I and J are certain integers with 1 < I < J < n.

Proof The corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1 and the
additional fact that a~1) and a~1) necessarily exist.

Since G1 is of degree n for any i and j, it follows that J equals J - I or
J - 2.

Let now T~i) denote the zero of F; which lies between a~~l and a~i). Since
the zeros of Fi and Fj interlace for i eft j, V. A. Markov's well-known result
[12] implies that the zeros of F; and F; interlace, and interlace in the same
manner. Therefore, the corollary implies

LEMMA 2. The zeros ofF~ ,... , F~ lie in the pattern

where I and J are certain integers with 1 < I < J < n.

Lemma 6 of [8] follows from this since T~i) = Ti , all i.
The proof of (4) is now finished as follows. Recall that qi is a polynomial

of degree "0n - 2 which vanishes at the zeros of F; except for Ti'
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We may assume qi(TI) > 0, all i. Lemma 6 then implies that
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sgn q;(TJ = (_I)i+l

sgn q;(T;) = (--1);

sgn ql(T;) = (-I);

for i,j E [2, n], i #- j,

for i E [2, n],

for j E [2, n].

Assume now that L a/cq/c = 0 for some a#-O with a1 ~ O. Then the set
N := {k E [2, n] : a/c < O} is not empty since q/c(T1) > 0 for all k. Set P :=
[2, n]\N and consider the function

f :c= a1ql + I a/cqk = - I a/cq/c .
/cEN kEP

We have

(-l)if(Tj) = I a/c(-I)i+! q/c(T;) ~ 0
kEP

while

for j 1= P

(-I)if(Ti) = ai-I)j qb;) _1- I (-a/c)(-I)i+1 q/c(T;) > 0
kEN

for j E P.

This shows the polynomial f of degree ~n - 2 to have n - 1 weak sign
changes, and therefore f = 0 and so, in particular, P = 0, hence a/c < 0 for
all k E [2, n]. But since Q/c(Tl) > 0 for all k, it then also follows that a1 > O.

In summary, L/ca/cq/c = 0 for some a#-O implies that ala/c < 0 for all
k E [2, n]. In particular, then ak #- 0 for all k E [I, n], and (4) follows.

3. UNIQUENESS

The central result of this article is the following theorem.

THEOREM I. The map r: T ~ IRn~1 : t ~ (Ai+1(t) - A;(t»7_::i1 is a homeo
morphism of Tonto IRn-l.

In particular, there is exactly one t E T with ret) = 0, i.e., exactly one t for
which At equioscillates. Since Kilgore proved that r maps every optimal t to
the point 0 E IRn-\ Theorem I implies at once the validity of Bernstein's
conjecture.

COROLLARY. IfAt equioscillates, then II Pt II < II Ps II for all s =1= t.

We use the following two lemmas in the proof of Theorem 1.

LEMMA 3. The map r is a local homeomorphism.
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Proof It suffices to show that

for all t E T, det(C(Ai ! I - Ai)(t)!ctj );', \ 0.

Expanding this determinant by rows, one obtains

where we use again the abbreviation

I (--1)' 1 J,
"00 l

J,,: det(aA,/(!t;)i~l:r;:~,
i''i=/c

Hence, it suffices to show that

k E [I, II].

for some E E {- L I} and all t E T, k E [I, II], E(-I)hJ,,(t) > 0. (6)

But, since J ,. is a continuous function of t and never vanishes on T by Kilgore's
result, and T is connected, (6) is proved once we show that, for some t E T,

for k E [2, II]. (7)

This we could prove by observing that the last part of the argument for
Kilgore's Theorem as we gave it in the preceding section gives precise
information about the signs of the (II - I)-minors of the matrix (q;(t j )) which
is easily translated into the required information about the sign of JdJ] , all k.
But the following argument is more direct and establishes that

for k E [2, II], (8)

a fact which we need again later.
To prove (7) for some t, observe that, since J](t) crL 0, we can find a con

tinuously differentiable function G on some open neighborhood V of the
point (A;(t»~ and an open neighborhood U of t so that

for all S E U.

Also, by Cramer's rule,

"
EA1 =~ I (-] y (J,,/11) cA" '

1.'=2

and therefore

for k E [2, II].
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If now, for some k E [2, n], (--I)k lAP1 > 0, then we could find S E U such
that

for i E [2, n]\{k}

while

for both i = I and i = k.

Hence, for an optimal t, S would also be optimal, yet As would not equi
oscillate, contradicting Kilgore's result. This proves (7) for an optimal t and
so proves (8) and Lemma 3.

LEMMA 4. The map r takes aT into 8IRn- 1. Explicitly, ~f t --+ S E r with
,1s, = °for some i E [0, n - I], then I' r(t) II --+ 00.

Proof Since L: ,1sj = b - a eft 0, there exists i such that ,1s, = °while
either ,1S'_1 or ,1si +1 is not zero. Assume without loss of generality that
,1s, ~cc °and ,1sl-1 4= 0. Now pick i:= (t/-l + t,)/2 and let x be an arbitrary
pd..nt in (t, , t'+1)' Then

Therefore, for all j E [0, n],

i - t i - 1

t'+1 - t,.-1
I ,1t/-l
2: ,1t/-

I

for r ~ i-I

for r = i, i +
for r;;? i + I.

\
li(i) \ = TI 1 i - t-'-I ?: ~ ,1t,-1 TI i - t"_1 . --+ CD

l,(x) r'f) X - t r 2 ,1t, r<' tif1 - t'-1

as Lit,. --+ °and ,1t/-l --+ LlS/-lF 0. This shows that

for every x E (1, , t"+1)'

Therefore limH \(t)/A,.dt) = 00, and so lim H ('\"+1 - A,)(t) = - 00 since
\+1 ;;? I. This proves that limt~s II T(t)1 = 00 and so proves the lemma.

Theorem I is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 3 and 4 and of the
following.

THEOREM A (see, e.g., [2, 10)). A local homeomorphism f of IRm to IRm
with limx!!_cx I' f(x)11 = 00 is a homeomorphism of IRm onto IRm.

In a certain sense, this theorem is trivial since it is a special case of well
known facts regarding covering maps: The function f is a covering map for
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~m and so, since ~m is connected and simply connected, f is a universal
covering map, therefore equivalent to any other universal covering map for
~m, in particular,fis equivalent to the identity on ~rn (see, e.g., [13, pp. 80
81]). But, for completeness, we now give an outline of a direct proof of the
theorem.

The range off is open, since f is locally I-I hence an open map. The range
of f is also closed since limf(xr ) = ex implies that the sequence (f(X,.n is
bounded, therefore, sincef"maps 00 to 00" by assumption, (xr ) is bounded,
hence can be assumed to converge to some x for which then f(x) ex. This
shows that the range offis ~m.

To show thatfis I-I, assume thatf(x) =f(y) for some X,yE ~m. The
function h: I x 1--.. ~m : (s, t) ~ (I -- t) hoes) + tf(x) with ho : I --.. ~rn :

s ~ f(sx + (I - s) y) and I: =c [0, I] is then a continuous map for which
h(z) = f(x) for all z in the set

B := ({o} x I) U (I X {In U ({I} x I).

l

But now, the assumptions onfallow one to "lift" the map h, i.e., to show the
existence of a continuous map g : I X 1 ~~ ~m so thatf 0 g c= hand g(O, 0) =c

y, therefore g(s,O) = sx + (I - s) y for all s E I. This implies that both x
and y belong to the connected set g(B) on whichfis constantly equal to f(x),
and the fact thatfis locally I-I now implies that x = y.

This proves the theorem, except for the technical part of "lifting" h. But
this can be proved e.g., as is Lemma 3 of [13, p. 71] after one has proved, as
in the proof of Theorem 2 below, that curves can be lifted uniquely.

We now prove Erdos's conjecture that, for every t E T,

A* E [min ,\,(t), max A,(t)].
I I

THEOREM 2. If A, (s) A;(t) for i ~ I, ... , n, then s = t.

Proof If A,(s) = A,(t) for all i, then s = t by Theorem I. Hence assume
that Ails) < Ak(t) for some k. This leads to a contradiction as follows.

The map f: T --.. [Rn-l : r --.. A(r): (Ai(r))~ is a local homeomor
phism since det r(r) = 11(r) + °for all rET. We can therefore "lift" any
continuous curve h : [0, I] --.. [Rn-l to a curve in T as long as Ai stays bounded
"along" h. Specifically, let

h : [0, I] --.. [R"-1 : ex ~ (I - ex) A(s) T exACt).

Since f is locally I-I, there exists, for each ex E [0, I], at most one continuous
function g~ : [0, ex] --.. T so that gn(O) = sand f 0 ga = h on [0, IX]. Let A be
the set of such IX. Then A is not empty since it contains 0. Further, A is open
since, for every ex E [0, I), some neighborhood V of ga(IX) is mapped I-I onto
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a ball around h(rx) by f, hence g", can be extended continuously to the interval
[0, rx] V h-l

0 f(V) which contains rx in its interior. Finally, A is closed. To see
this, it is sufficient to prove that [0, &) \: A implies &E A, which can be done
as follows.Since [0, &) \: A, g : [0, &) --->- T: rx 1--+ g.( tX) defines a continuous
map with g(O) = 5 and fog = h on [0, &). We claim that g(tX) converges to
some point in T as rx --->- &. Indeed, for i E [2, n], A;(g(ex» increases toward
h;(&) = (1 - &) A,(S) + a,\(t) as ex --->- &. Therefore, by (8) in the proof of
Lemma 3, A1(g(rx» decreases monotonely as ex --->- eX, hence it must have a
limit since it is bounded below (by 1, for instance). This shows that lim",_&
T(g(ex» exists in ~n-l, hence g(ex) converges to some point rET, by Theorem
1. But then, the definition g(&) := r provides a continuous extension of g to
[0, &] withfg(&) = h(a), hence eX E A.

This shows that A = [0, 1], hence there exists g : [0, 1] --->- r continuous so
that g(O) = 5 andfog = h. Therefore, with r:= g(l), we have Ai(r) = A;(t)
for all i E (2, n], while A1(r) ~ Al(S) ~ ,\(t). But, since Ak(S) <: Ak(t) for some
k, it follows that actually

either because k = I, or else because "k strictly increases along the curve g,
therefore '\ must strictly decrease along that curve, by (8) in the proof of
Lemma 3.

Consider now the curve

h: [0, 00) --->- ~n-l: ex 1--+ (Ai(r) - ex);.

By the preceding argument, there exists £ > 0 and a continuous function
g : [0, Ii) --->- T so that f 0 g(o) = (A;(f) - ex)~ for all ex < iX, while Alg(ex»
strictly increases from AI(r) at ex = °to 00 at ex == iX. This implies that

for all i E [2, n - 1]

while (,.\2 - AI)(g(rx» = "2(t) - ex - AI(g(ex» decreases from its value (A2(t) 
AI(r» at ex = °to - 00. But since AI(r) < Alt), there exists therefore ex so that
(A2 - A1)(g(ex» = (.\2 - AI)(t). But then ret) = T(g(a» while g(a) =1= t since,
e.g., "z(g(rx» < "z(t). This contradiction to Theorem I finishes the proof of
Theorem 2.

COROLLARY. For all k E [I, n], the map T k : T --->- ~n-l : r r->- (Ai(r»i# is
(globally) one-one.

Proof If Tk(r) = Tk(s), then either Air) ~ A;(S) for all i or else A;(r) ~
A;(5) for all i, hence r = 5 by Theorem 2.

We note that Theorem 2 provides another proof of the characterization of
the optimal node vector t as the unique point in T for which At equioscil-
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lates. Theorem 2 also shows that the optimal node vector is of no practical
importance. For Brutman [3] has recently shown that, with

, [2i -+ I ]' 7T' /t i = (a -+ b -+ (a - b) cos ---',- 7T leos -'-,'-) 2,\ 2n -. 2 2n -+- 2
i E [0, n],

(9)
the zeros of the Chebyshev polynomial of degree n -+ 1, adjusted to the
interval [a, b) in such a way that the first and the last zero fall on the end
points of the interval,

max Ai(t) - mjn A;(t) ~ 0.201.
I I

Numerical evidence strongly indicates that even

max Ai(t) - min Ai(t) < 0.0196
I I

which would mean that the easily constructed node vector (9) produces an
interpolation operator P t whose norm is within 0.02 of the best possible value
for all n.

4. TRIGONOMETRIC INTERPOLATION

In this section, we carryover the analysis of Sections 2 and 3 to the case of
interpolation by trigonometric polynomials, i.e., by elements of

lrn := span{l, cos x, sin x, ... , cos nx, sin nx},

on [0, 27T). Because of the periodicity, the problem is altered slightly. Corre
sponding to each point t in

T:= {t E jR2n : 0 < t1 < t2 < .. , < t2n < 27T},

we construct the linear map Pt of trigonometric interpolation in C[O, 2'7T) at
the 2n -+ I points °=: to < '" < t2n < 2'7T. In its Lagrange form,

2n

Ptf = L J(ti) Ii
i~O

with

for all i E [0, 2n].

Here, we use the abbreviation

Sex) := sin(xj2).
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We have again Ii Pt Ii = ii At I. where At := Li iii I . Set
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for all i E [I, 2n + 1],

with t2n+l := 27r.

THEOREM 3. We have P t ~i = A* := infsET Ii Ps il exactly when t = t*
: = (i/(2n + I ))in

, in which case At equioscillates. Furthermore, for any
t E T\{t*},

min A,(t) < A* < max Ai(t).
I I

Proof We begin with a proof of the claim that

det(oAi(t)/8t j );:i/ ;:1 =I °
i'i'k

for all t E T, k E [I, 2n + 1]. (10)

Let Fi be the unique trigonometric polynomial of degree n which agrees with
At on [ti- 1 , til, for i E [I, 2n + 1]. Thus,

_ I(~I)i-1-j
Fi(t;) - 1(-l)H

for j E [0, I ~ 1]
for j E [i, 2n + 1].

Let Ti denote the unique point in [ti-1 , til at which At , and hence Fi , takes
on the value A;(t). Now

which shows that Ai is a continuously differentiable function on T and also
shows that (10) is equivalent to

where

for all t E T, k E [I, 2n + 1], (1 I)

qi(X) := F;(x)/S(x - Ti)' iE[I,2n+1].

For the proof of (11), we make use of the following result corresponding
to Lemma 6 of [8]. Denote by Tiil, ... , T~'J the zeros of F~ in [0, 217), neces
sarily all simple, in order.

LEMMA 5. The zeros ofF~ ,... , F~n+1 lie in the pattern

°
/ (;) < (;-1) < ... < (1) < (2n+l) < ...
.:::::::::::: T2n T2n T2n 7 1

for a certain i E [1, 2n]. Note that T~~ = T1' and Tk~l = Tkfor k E [2, 2n + 1].
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The proof of Lemma 5 follows exactly the same lines as the one given in
Section 2 for Lemma 6 of [8] (including the use of the trigonometric analog
of Markov's result), except that matters are a little easier since both F; and F;
have exactly 2n zeros in [0,277), for all i.

In order to use Lemma 5 in a proof of (11) much as Kilgore used Lemma 6
of [8] in his proof of (4), we must first show that

2n+l

o :S;; Sl < ... < S2n < 277 and I aiqi(Sj) = 0 for all j E [0, 2n]
i=l

(12)
2n+l

implies that I aiqi = O.
i=l

For this, observe that F~(x) = const rr~:l Sex - Tkil
), therefore

2n

q;(x) = const TI Sex - T~»)
k~l

k"'i~l

for all i E [1, 2n + I].

Here, k * i-I is meant to read k * 2n in case i = 1. This shows that qi is
not 277-periodic, but 47T-periodic, and odd about 27T, i.e., qi(X + 27T) =
-q;(x), all x. Furthermore, the function Pi(X) := q;(2x), all x, is in

U2n - 1 = span{l, cos x, sin X, ... , cos(2n - 1) x, sin(2n - 1) x}.

Therefore, the hypotheses of (12) imply that the element Liai Pi of U2n-1

vanishes at the 4n distinct points 51 ,... , 54n with

for j E [1, 2n]
for j E [2n + 1, 4n],

and so Li ai Pi = 0, proving (12).
The proof of (II) proceeds now as the proof of (4) in Section 2, and, with

(10) thus established, the reasoning in the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 in
Section 3 applies directly to finish the proof of Theorem 3.

We note in passing that Ehlich and Zeller [5] have proved a formula for II *
in the trigonometric case,

Finally, the above analysis applies without essential change to the case
when we also fix t2n at some point b < 277 and consider the optimal choice of
t1 < ... < 12n- 1 in (0, b) for trigonometric interpolation.
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Added in proof After completion of this work in March 1977, we received word from
Theodore Kilgore that he, too, had succeeded in proving Bernstein's conjecture. His
argument is given in [14] and proceeds along different lines.
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